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1. Take LifeStraw®-
 Family off wall.

2. Fill bucket with 
water from bowl.

3. Re-attach LifeStraw®-
 Family to wall.

4. Take a cup. 5. Fill cup with 
 water from bowl.

6. Empty cup 
 in bucket.

1. Hammer nails 
into wall.

2. Attach LifeStraw®-
 Family to wall. 

3. LifeStraw®Family 
is ready to use.

4. Do not hang 
too low!

or with a cup

B. Fill bucket with water

Using the LifeStraw®Family

A. Attach LifeStraw®Family to wall
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Drink water from clean cup

Store water in clean bowl

1. Take cartridge 
from bucket.

2. Open tap and 
fill clean cup.

3. Drink water 
 from cup.

7. Cover bowl.6. Fill clean bowl 
with water.

5. Take cartridge 
from bucket.

8. Place cartridge 
back in holder.

4. Place cartridge 
back in holder.

C. Tapping clean water from LifeStraw®Family
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2. Take dirty filter from bucket.1. Take LifeStraw® 

Family from wall.

3. Clean filter with 
cloth or hands.

4. Do not use knife or 
other sharp object!

5. Place filter 
back in bucket.

6. Press filter firmly 
into bucket.

7. Place LifeStraw®Family 
back on wall.

D. Clean bucket of LifeStraw®Family each day
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4. Open dirt-outlet 
at bottom.

6. Do not drink  
dirty water! 

7. Do throw away 
dirt outside.

8. Close dirt-outlet 
at bottom.

9. Place cartridge 
back in holder.

10. Clean and ready to use.

1. Take cartridge 
from holder.

2. Tap must  
be closed.

3. Squeeze bulb  
3 times.

5. Release dirt  
into bowl.

E. Clean cartridge of LifeStraw®Family each day


